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Well done to all those who
registered for Broadband!
Tuddenham has hit the trigger
level and can expect Broadband
to be available soon. Quite a
boost to residents who work
from home using a computer
and to many other enthusiasts.
QUIZ CANCELLED!
You may have already
heard that the Tattler Quiz has
been postponed because our Thanks to Katherine Frost aged 6½ for this lovely
honourable quizmaster, Tony drawing. See note on page three for more details.
French, has been in hospital for
more surgery. We are delighted to hear he is recovering well and should be able
to bellow out those questions by the time the quiz is held on the new date of 3rd
April. Please contact the editor on 785588 for tickets.
VICAR BANNED FROM STAGE
The pantomime is coming along well
and those of you who want tickets should
contact the box office on 785003.
Performances are on 19th, 20th and 21st
February with a matinee show on the
Saturday. Britney Spears, Nicole Kidman
and Robbie Williams are just some of the
stars who will be “represented” in the
show; now who could resist that?!!! Come
along and find out why Sam is kept behind
the curtain…. (Could it be all that ad libbing or is he just too big for his boots?)
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The
Fountain Inn

DOWN AT THE DOCTORS

01473 785377
See pages 7 and 8 for a report on
the refurbishment of our village pub.
The Fountain is due to reopen at the
end of February under new
management and it needs your
support, by using it as well as by
passing on any ideas to improve it.
The new owners would be glad to
hear from you so make yourself
known and let The Fountain spring
forward this year.

VILLAGE HALL

Village Hall bookings are through Fiona
Woods who can be
contacted on 785856.
There are still vacancies at the Village Hall
for car parking.

If you have
not already, this
would be a good
time to pay for
your calendar!

Mark and Graham,
regular attendees at Tuddenham
Chapel, often play their guitars
too. You may have heard them at
The Fountain for the Christmas
Carol evening. Their band of
three guitars, (bass, rhythm and
lead), drums, a keyboard and
singer, are looking for bookings.
They are happy to perform at
birthday parties, social clubs,
fundraiser events and schools.
They do 60s, 70s, 80s and 90s
music and have been playing
together for five to six years.

If you want music for
any occasion why not give
Chris a ring on (01473)
735134. (Ask them why they
have such a strange name!)

Our best wishes to Bella and Harold Green
have been under the weather recently. Julie
Taylor, “Quite Contrary” in the pantomime, has
been in hospital - we need you, Mary Mary! And
Tony French continues to blossom.

Electric Sewing Machine Wanted

Parish Council Meeting
The next meeting is in the first
week in March and all are
welcome. Ring Arthur
Jackson on 785984 for
details.

If you have one
that you no longer
use please ring
(01473) 252315
and it will get a
good home whilst
you get some money!

http://www.haggishunt.com/ the home of the haggis!

http://www.washme.com/ a site all about writing in
the dust on the back of cars useless messages like
“wash me!”

3.

4.

All for now! Have a good month, IT GIrl

http://www.ancoraimparo.net/australia/talk.htm learn some
Australian slang!
2.

build your own Picasso face!
http://www.mrpicassohead.com/
1.

The Tattler Quiz is now on
Saturday, 3rd April. Please contact me
on 785588 for tickets so I can draw up a
new list of table members.

itgirl@tuddenhamtattler.com or kttsm2@hotmail.com

Just a note to those who recall
Ralph Taylor, who left the village
recently to live nearer his son in
Devon - Ralph remains well and is
living in a delightful cottage near his
family. I have his telephone number
and address: if anyone would like to stay in
contact: he would love to hear from you. I went
to see him last week and we walked along the
front in Lyme Regis, remembering his time in
Tuddenham. Happy memories!

Best Birthday
wishes to James
Frost, Emma
Burn, Andrew
Stockdale,
Edward & George
Jennings, Joe
Simpson, Jack
Woods, Jade
from The
Paddocks and
Brittany Cross.
Also to Nathan
who attends
Tuddenham
Chapel.
Oh and birthday
bumps to Jessie
Long, Great
Granddaughter to
Margaret
Whinney.
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IT Girl’s Utterances…
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The front cover drawing for this year's pantomime
was dreamed up by Katherine Frost (age six-and-ahalf) who joins the Junior Hoofers for the first time
along with Emily and Hannah, and old-timers Emma
and Jessie. Preparations for this years show are now
in full swing; lines, songs and dances are being
learned, scenery is being made, clever props are being
invented - so be warned! Whilst out and about in the
village you may see rumba-dancing up the high street,
men dressed in full evening gowns on their way to the
village hall, otherwise respected pillars of the
community singing "Chick-Chick-ChickChick Chicken" and various would-be
villains rehearsing their evil laughs. Just a
normal February in Tuddenham, then!
Yours
Andrew Gilligan (is this what I'm reduced to?)
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What’s
going on here?
That is what
our intrepid
reporter asked at
the Church
recently, seeing all
the scaffolding,
and a “helpful
young man” from
The clock face, before and after
Home and
renovation, January, 2004.
Industry
Contactors
answered the question thus…
The weather vane is dated 1886 and had deteriorated to the point where it had
to be taken down and renovated. Hence the scaffolding at the top of the tower and
it was necessary, believe me, as climbing a ladder with no
other protection up there, where
the wind is merciless, would be
very dangerous. 22c gold leaf
was used on the detail of the
arrow head and numerals with
black Hammerite for the rest. It
should last another fifty years.
The clock face was covered with mould and the paint
had started to peel. It is made of “6 lb lead”, that is 6 lb
weight per square foot. This is fixed to a timber backing
though the fixings had loosened. The backing is in turn
attached to the tower wall and the whole is held together with little L-shaped metal
clips. On the face was shot damage as shown in a previous Tattler. The three
layers were reunited and the clock face rubbed down. This revealed a pale green
face which had been unexpected. The lead was repaired and hammered out where
possible to correct the shot damage. Three coats of
flexible gloss paint were applied as recommended
by ICI. The numerals and minute divisions were
hand painted. The steel hands were painted with
black Hammerite. All this was done from the
scaffolding at the side of the tower. The gargoyle
that acted as a rain down pipe was also repaired
with stone resin and the leak was stopped. Sadly
the gargoyle has lost all its detail through the
Detail of clock hand
before repair
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Registration target reached!
Really good news! In January we reached the target of having 150 households
register their interest in Broadband. Many thanks to all of you who registered your
interest and made this possible.
BT will now start the planning process for installing the
equipment necessary to provide Broadband and once installed
we will be able to place orders for the service to our homes. So
the next step will be for BT to release the date for installation
and, looking at dates currently being published for other villages
and towns, the earliest this will be is May, but it could be some
time after this. Hopefully we will have the date by the time the
next issue of the Tuddenham Tattler is published.
This means there is nothing more for you to do until May, or
later, when you will then need to select your supplier (ISP Internet Service Provider), sorry about that bit of jargon but you will come across it on
this journey! I will give you more details on how to select your supplier and what you
need to order nearer the time.
In the meantime if you have any questions please
email me at BroadBand@tuddenhamtattler.com
Let’s party!

years — our “pleasant young man” said it would cost
thousands to replace.
Inside the Church the plaster has been removed from the
South elevation up to a level of 1.2m to combat damp. This
will be left to dry out through the winter and in the spring it
can be replastered and lime washed. Removing the plaster
has revealed the Septaria used in the wall — a building
material of calcified clay from areas in Suffolk. Kirton Church
has a high Septaria content as do other churches in Ipswich.
Gargoyle with It is a very hard material. There is also some Tudor brickwork
lead down pipe in St Martin’s but where the bricks have deteriorated they will
be replaced with flints which are much harder wearing.
Some pipe
work has
also been
repaired
outside the
Church.
Our
thanks to the
“pleasant
young man”
Detail of interior walls showing Tudor brickwork and Septaria (dark colour).
for his time
and trouble!
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And what’s going on here?
Manor Farm is also doing some
renovation, this time of the barn
fronting The Street.

Brick built fireplace inside the barn.
Was this the site of a smithy?

The roof has been covered with a
Tarpaulin for many months awaiting
attention.

Now the roof and walls have
been repaired, and new windows and
doors are to be inserted. The walls,
much of which have been rebuilt, are
to be lime washed then painted to
match the rest of the farm. The
whole process has been controlled
as the building is protected.
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And here, what is going on here???
The Fountain has been closed since
Christmas and work started on 5th January.
James and Charles Rogers are the new
owners and to know more about what they are
capable of have a look at The Dog in
Grundisburgh, which they also own.
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came from old farmhouses or
barns. Celia, the interior
decorator who had advised on
The fountain, was also
involved in the work at The
Dog. However the work at The
Dog was more cosmetic
whereas in The Fountain it
would take around two
months and is on a
larger scale. No work
has been done in our
pub since that done by
Jim Kerridge some
years ago.
James showed me
where there had been a
through fireplace from
the Public to the Lounge
Bar, where the piano
used to sit recently, but
this
structure
was
unstable and had to be
filled in. The brickwork

The Lounge Bar showing the ceiling with
I interviewed James and he
told how the pub was being its detail. The lowered height in the front half
taken back to a look closer to its shows where the back extension starts.
The detail has been copied well to unite
16th or 17th century origins.
Natural features were being the new and old.
exposed, such as beams and
fireplaces, when the modern oak
facings and plasterwork were
removed. Reclaimed oak beams
were being used to give the
whole interior a united
appearance as some of the
Lounge Bar dated from the
second half of the 20th century
and thus had no structural
beams. These new beams came
from a reclamation yard near
Bury St Edmunds and probably
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covering the fireplace in the Lounge
Bar has been knocked through to
allow it to be used again with a
wood burner. A wooden divide is
planned at the end of the bar to
separate it from the end of the
Public Bar providing a seating area
with a hardwearing, natural carpet.
The bar has been shortened to give
access to a new toilet, see below.

www.tuddenhamtattler.com
winter when its fireplaces allowed them
to offer a welcoming blaze to its visitors.
They will offer OAP lunches as well
as music, though Karaoke and Elvis
impersonations were much less likely
than occasional Jazz. They are
intending to offer superior food; quality
ingredients and preparation as well as a
good chef. Having two bars allows split
trading with locals having the facilities
they have come to expect, such as
darts, but concentrating on food in
the other half of the pub.
James talked of future plans
once the pub was up and running.
Thoughts about the potential of the
fantastic garden which might be
family orientated or a cottage
garden. A playground area
increases the public liability
insurance significantly so is less
likely. Another possibility might be
to enlarge the Public Bar by
knocking out the back wall.
The Fountain is expected to open in
late February, offering home cooking
and giving Tuddenham back its pub.

Much of the work is being done
by Aqua Build who offer expertise in
interior work, brick laying, plastering
and landscaping.
The restaurant area in the
Lounge Bar will be non-smoking
because of the low ceilings but
smoking would be allowed in the
Public Bar.
The pub is to hold the local
community as its primary
interest so that it should remain
a local for Tuddenham
residents. However James
wants more people from Ipswich
and Woodbridge to use to pub.
It should be comfortable with a
relaxed atmosphere and
The interior of the front wall showing the
smarter than it was. A home
uncovered oak beams and a snowy exterior
from home, particularly in the
scene.
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Community Policing
Just a reminder: - At this time of year the elderly are more at risk from the
cold weather. If you have elderly neighbours keep a special eye out for them in
case they need help. If you cannot help then Help the Aged (tel; 020 7278 1114)
or Age Concern (tel; 01473 257039) may be able to offer assistance.
The elderly are preyed upon and particularly vulnerable to bogus
callers. Be mindful of anyone calling door to door and make a note of
their description and any vehicle used, including the registration number.
Always ask for Identification and be prepared to check it out if not
satisfied. If they are genuine they will not mind. On no account let
anyone into your home until you are satisfied they are who they say they are.
The type of property they look for is small, something easily hidden in
pockets. For example: - cash and small items of jewellery. Do not keep large
sums of cash in the house.

Mobile Police Station Dates

Please note that the Mobile Police Station for the Tuddenham visits
will be at the FOUNTAIN PUBLIC HOUSE car park from now on.
The next date is

Friday 20th February 2004, 0845 am to 1200 noon.

Contact Numbers

Police Emergencies 999
Police Headquarters 01473 613500
Voicemail for Pc Bob Nice 01473 613555 follow the voice prompts by dialling,
#2 followed by 9830, and leave your message. REMEMBER THIS IS FOR NONURGENT MATTERS ONLY.
I often attend the Parish Council Meetings if you want to see me personally.
PC Bob Nice

Recycling Dates in
Tuddenham
The “recycling days” for February
are 11th and 25th and in March they are
10th and 24th. This
applies to paper and
garden waste so put out
your green boxes and
brown bins to reduce the
amount of waste going in
landfill sites or being
incinerated to add to greenhouse gases.

DEMAND A REFERENDUM!
If you are a Tuddenham voter
why not demand a referendum on
whether we are incorporated into a
Federal Europe or continue to govern
our own country. Add your name to a
petition to Parliament by contacting
Elizabeth Gunn on
785339 or at Spinney
Hill, Westerfield
Lane in Tuddenham.
The closing date is
14th March.
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Hello, for the first time in 2004. Thought it essential to put pen to paper in case we get blocked
off from the printers for days. Did you notice that, having woken up this morning to a snowy scene, we
then enjoyed a very pleasant day with all the roads improving by the hour. Then for those shortly to
travel home from work, the weather turned lousy again just before dark! Think of all those poor
aspiring thespians who will have to struggle against the elements to reach the Village Hall for panto
rehearsals this evening - alright for Fairy Hogweed, as she will probably arrive by broomstick! Get
your ticket order in soon to ensure enjoying superlative entertainment and see our Editor in a new
light!
Back to business! Services continue as always at 0930 each Sunday morning, with an
0800 hours service of Holy Communion on the fourth Sunday of each month, and also on the
29th February which happens to be the fifth Sunday in February.
Our Vicar continues to spend the last Thursday of each month in the Village, so if you
wish to see him, contact Sam directly, or if it is easier the Writer at 'Camforth' or on 785296.
All the current maintenance work required by the quinquennial survey has been completed for
the time being. Work will resume around May/June, by which time the exposed area of the South wall
should have dried out. The pews on that side will be removed to allow access to replaster and paint the
exposed area. Anyone interested in, or curious about, medieval construction methods should have a
look before it is all covered up again - there is also some Tudor brickwork exposed. If you do not wish
to attend a service to sight the wall, contact the Writer for access.
Advance notice for interested parties - the Harvest Festival Service and Harvest Lunch in the Village
Hall will be held on the 3rd October.
With the Floodlights back to full number and power we look forward to sponsors wishing to celebrate
their special occasions or happy memories of loved ones. The price remains the same - £5.00 per
weekend, or £5.00 for a weeknight special event.
Sponsors should advise the Writer of their wishes - 785296 or 'Camforth', Westerfield Lane. We only
have one booking at present (for 14/15 Feb) so there is plenty of scope!
Thank you for your support, and God Bless you all.
JimP - 28.01.2004

This year the pantomime will be different from previous
years. The normal rule is for the goodie to win and the
baddie to be vanquished. However, if enough of you believe
in (bad) fairies then Hogweed will overcome all adversity and
Jack will fall down the Beanstalk, landing on the Hen that
lays golden eggs, making Dame Dilly Dally bankrupt and
changing Sir Jasper from rich to… well I don’t want to give
too much of the game away so why don’t you get your tickets
from the Box Office - Ring 785003 or call at “Rivendell”,
Westerfield Lane. Remember, we want Fairy Hogweed to win
and she really needs your support at the Public Inquiry which is
on 19th, 20th and 21st February at the Village Hall!
Fairy H.
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Over twenty people took part in
preparing the Tuddenham Church Record.
The project took just over two years and
was the first Church we recorded. The
group met twice a month during warmer
months April to October - and
described, measured, dated every article in

and experts in specialised
subjects were available for advice
when necessary.
Five copies have been made
and have been given to the
Church, the Record Office, The
Council for Care of Churches, The
National Monuments Record
Centre, and the Victoria and
Albert Museum.
All the work was voluntary
and the Tuddenham Record
was financed (to the tune of
£700) by the Deben,
Ipswich
and
Orwell
branches of N.A.D.F.A.S.
After the presentation
members of the subscribing
members of N.A.D.F.A.S.
entertained us with “nips
and nibbles” to celebrate.

The photo shows Rev. Sam Cowley receiving
the Church Record from Mrs Jennifer Lawford,
tender of the Church Records.
the Church as well as
recording the names of
the craftsmen and donors.
The articles are
described under nine
headings; Memorials,
Metalwork, Stonework,
Woodwork,
Textiles,
Library,
Paintings,
W i n d o w s
a n d
Miscellaneous. All the
notes were then checked
by an area representative
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The Record is kept
under lock and key but we
hope to have it on view at
the W.I. “Soup and Sweet”
evening on Saturday, 17th
April.
Elizabeth Gunn
Editor: Sorry about the quality of
the photo.

Jean and George Felgate would
like to say thank you to relatives,
friends and neighbours for the
cards, flowers and presents, as
well as donations to a Breast
Cancer charity, on the
occasion of their
Golden Wedding Anniversary.
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Ted Frost called your
Village Recorder with some
interesting things to show.
This wasp’s nest was

taken down from Lionel
Clark’s shed. No problem at
this time of year as the
wasps are all dead apart
from the Queen who is
hibernating.
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Appeal of the weak
I am asking you, on my behalf, to support
my evil plans in this year’s pantomime. Look
there’s the man who acts a woman and the
girl who plays a boy. The two boys who act a
cow and a girl who thinks she is a chicken.
Two idiots and a simple man. Oh and a puny
wizard - here’s spit in your
eye! Why back them? All I
am asking is that you show
me some support with a
lape l
badge
sa ying
“Hogweed for Dictator!” or
a slogan on your shirt;
“Jack is a has been, Hogweed is beWitching”
Look at it this way; if you
support me “Aye will have it” but
if you don’t Walk on the Dark
Side then they will triumph, two
girls will marry, two men will get
chummy, and a man will
continue to be a real drag!
I don’t like to harp on as the report’s
“’supt’you,d’yasee!” Just remember I could be
the fairy at the bottom of YOUR garden….
Support me on 19th, 20th and 21st February
by ringing 785003. I’m a Celestiary, get me out
Fairy Hogweed
of here!

These are rusty steel
quoits used to play a game
that was popular at The
Fountain until recent years.
Did you play? Can you tell
me more about the game? Would you like to
revive it???
And this is a Tolly
Cobbold beer bottle used by
Tuddenham men as a cold
tea bottle when they worked
in the fields or refilled, at the
shop which was where Tony
French now lives, from a
barrel of beer.
Do you have anything
from Tuddenham's past? Please ring me on
785588 and let me have a look.
Village Recorder

Next Tattler is out
in
March.

Please put any cop
y,
adverts etc. throug
h my
door 5, The Granaries
or ring
785588 to get into
print.
OR EMAIL at
“editor@tuddenha
mtattler.
com”!

